G-rated Conference Entertainment for Adults
For corporate events, customer conferences and staff parties.
You want entertainment that’s tried and tested, fantastic, memorable, and within your
budget. A far better alternative to standup comedy, magicians and motivational speakers.
Do Something Different This Year!
Book someone you can completely rely on to wow your delegates.
It is time to move beyond ordinary speakers and risky comedians. People want to be
entertained, and to have a really good time. Gerard V’s g-rated comedy hypnotist show is
an absolute crowd pleaser.

Friendly, Accommodating and Hilarious
Gerard V wants you and everyone to have a fantastic time and has the skill and
experience to pull it off without being offensive.
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Reliable and Safe
Gerard V brings you a hilarious new take on stage hypnotism. Stage hypnosis without the
creepiness; without fear or embarrassment. If you want it to be fun, funny, clean and safe;
go with Gerard V.

Your Staff and Customers Will Love it
You’re wondering if your customers and delegates would go for this? Gerard V has done
his show for boards of directors, rabbis, Catholic schools and senior politicians. And they
all loved it.

It's Easy to Arrange

He is easy to deal with too - he responds quickly to your inquiries, he knows what he is
doing and can work with most venues, stage setups and technical situations. He will even
bring a PA system and lighting if you need that arranged for you. (Depending on the
location of course).

Confirm Gerard’s Price and Availability Now
Call: +61 468 419 994
Email: gerard@gerardv.com
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Guaranteed Success
We know that your reputation is on the line and rest assured that we want us both to be
100% successful. You’ll be completely happy or you won’t be charged for the show.
(We’ve always sent the bill though, because we are *always* successful).

Do Something Different This Year!

Experience Counts
Over a decade on stage plus 25 years as a corporate management professional. Gerard V
really knows what it takes to do stellar conferences, and to provide amazing customer
service.
Happy customers include:

Affordable
And the bottom line is that Gerard V is usually well within your budget. Ask now for
pricing and availability - or call simply to chat and discuss your ideas for your event.
Do Something Different This Year!

Let Me Know How I Can Help
Call: + 61 468 419 994
Email: gerard@gerardv.com
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